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Objective Probability 
Henry  E. Kyburg ,  Jr. 
Department of Philosophy, University of Rochester, Rochester, 
New York 14627 
A distinction is sometimes made between "statistical" and "subjective" probabilities. 
This is based on a distinction between "unique" events and "repeatable" events. This 
paper argues that his distinction isuntenable, since all events are "unique" and all events 
belong to "kinds," and offers a conception of probability for AI in which (1) all 
probabilities are based on--possibly vague--statistical knowledge and (2) every statement 
in the language has a probability. This conception of probability can be applied to very 
rich languages. 
Belief in Belief Functions: An Examination of Shafer's Canonical 
Examples 
Kathryn  B lackmond Laskey  
Decision Science Consortium, Inc., 7700 Leesburg Pike, Suite 421, 
Falls Church, Virginia 22043 
In the canonical examples underlying Shafer-Dempster theory, beliefs over the 
hypothesis of interest are derived from a probability model for a set of auxiliary 
hypotheses. Beliefs are derived via a compatibility relation connecting the auxiliary 
hypotheses to subsets of the primary hypotheses. A belief function differs from a 
Bayesian probability model in that one does not condition on those parts of the evidence 
for which no probabilities are specified. The significance of this difference in 
conditioning assumptions i  illustrated with two examples giving rise to identical belief 
functions but different Bayesian probability distributions. 
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An evidential reasoning mechanism based on the Dempster-Shafer theory of evidence is 
introduced. Its performance in real-world image analysis is compared with ,,~her 
mechanisms based on Bayesian formalism and a simple weight combination method. 
Nilsson's Probabilistic Entailment Extended to Dempster-Shafer 
Theory 
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